Structure and distribution of inverted repeats (palindromes). II. Analysis of DNA of the mouse.
The size and distribution of renatured inverted repeats (palindromes) in Mus musculus DNA were examined by electron microscopy (EM). The majority (85%) of the palindromes were found to be clustered in about one half of the DNA strands. The rest of the DNA strands were seen with a solitary looped structure - The unlooped palindromes constituted 53% of all palindromes and were always clustered. There was a significant reduction in the number of unlooped palindromes in comparison to D. melanogaster DNA (Biezunski, 1981) and as a result the palindrome clusters were smaller and contained 2-8 palindromes [4-16 inverted repeats (ir)] per DNA strand. The looped palindromes had a wide and regular distribution with spacing lengths similar to those found in D. melanogaster DNA, and showed some periodicity. The average spacing between centers of all palindromes (inside a cluster) was 4.325 kb, and between centers of looped palindromes 8.544 kb. - The lengths of the ir of unlooped and looped palindromes were grouped (similar to D. melanogaster DNA) in one size-class with a range of 30-240 bp and an average length of 130 bp. Longer ir were also observed and the average length of ir in unlooped palindromes was 186 bp, in looped 588 bp, and the total average length was 375 bp. - It was calculated that there are about 224,000-320,000 palindromes (ir pairs) in the mouse genome, with the spacing between centers of all palindromes about 13-9 kb in length. - In high molecular weight mouse DNA, complex looped structures composed of rows of 5-8 looped palindromes one on "top" the other, formed by renaturation of multiple ir, were observed. It is suggested, that clustered repetitive sequences, in direct and inverted orientation, might be of one family and homologous to one another, and be able to reassociate, in vitro and in vivo, into structures of different forms, which could function as binding sites for various regulatory proteins during mouse development.